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Abstract—This paper tackles the problem of learning brain-visual representations for understanding neural processes behind human
visual perception, with a view towards replicating these processes into machines. The core idea is to learn plausible presentations
through the use of human neural activity evoked by natural images as a supervision mechanism for deep learning models. We propose
a multimodal approach that uses deep encoders for images and EEGs, trained in a siamese configuration for learning a joint manifold
that maximizes a compatibility measure between visual features and brain representations. We carry out image classification and
saliency detection on the learned manifold, and shed light on the possible representations generated by the human brain when
perceiving the visual world. Performance analysis shows that neural signals can be used to effectively supervise the training of deep
learning models, as demonstrated by the achieved performance in both image classification and saliency detection. Furthermore, the
learned brain-visual manifold is consistent with cognitive neuroscience literature about visual perception and, most importantly,
highlights new associations between brain areas, image patches and computational kernels. In particular, we are able to approximate
brain responses to visual stimuli by training an artificial model with image features correlated to neural activity.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
HUMAN visual capabilities are coming within reachof artificial systems, mainly thanks to the recent ad-
vances in deep learning. Indeed, deep feedforward and
recurrent neural networks, loosely inspired by the primate
visual architecture, have led to a significant boost in per-
formance of computer vision, natural language processing,
speech recognition and game playing. Beside the signifi-
cant performance gain in such tasks, the representations
learned by deep computational models appear to be highly
correlated to brain representations; for example, correla-
tions can be found between brain representations in the
visual pathway and the hierarchical structures of layers
in deep neural networks (DNNs) [1], [2]. These findings
have paved the way to a recent multidisciplinary effort,
involving cognitive neuroscientists and artificial intelligence
researchers, aiming at reverse-engineering the human mind
and its adaptive capabilities [3], [4], [5], [6]. Nevertheless,
this multidisciplinary field is still in its infancy. Indeed,
the existing computational neural models loosely emulate
computations and connections of biological neurons and
often ignore feedforward and feedback neural interactions.
For example, visual recognition in humans appears to be
mitigated by a multi-level aggregation of information be-
ing processed forward and backward across cortical brain
regions [7], [8], [9], [10]. Recent approaches [11], inspired
by the hierarchical predictive coding in neuroscience [12],
[13], have attempted to encode such kind of additional
information into computational models by proposing re-
current neural networks with feedforward, feedback, and
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recurrent connections. These models have shown promising
performance in visual classification tasks and demonstrate
that understanding the human brain in more detail and
transferring this knowledge to engineering models is the
key for better machines.
We believe that a promising direction towards uncov-
ering the workings of the human visual system lies in
combining and correlating neural activity data recorded
from human subjects while performing specific tasks, and
computational models developed for the same exact tasks.
By investigating the learned computational representations
and how they correlate with neural activity over time, it
is possible to infer and analyze complex brain processes.
In this paper we propose a multimodal approach based on
deep encoders trained in a siamese configuration that, given
EEG brain activity data from several human subjects per-
forming visual categorization of still images, learns a joint
brain-visual embedding by finding similarities between
brain representations and visual features. This embedding
is used to perform image classification, saliency detection,
and to shed light on the possible representations generated
in the human brain for visual scene analysis. In particular,
this paper demonstrates that a) neural activity data can used
as an alternative and richer way to supervise effectively
the development of deep learning models, as demonstrated
by the first saliency detection method leveraging neural
signals, b) neural processes involved in human vision sys-
tem can be uncovered, with sufficient approximation, by
maximizing similarities with deep models; indeed we were
able to demonstrate that EEG encodes saliency information,
as well as to localize neural generators, i.e. low- and middle-
level visual stimuli responsible for activations of specific
cortex areas.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section
we review the state of the art of recent methods combining
brain data and computational models, as well as related
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2approaches on multimodal learning. In Sect. 3 we describe
the core of our approach, specifically the framework to learn
a joint brain-visual embedding from data, then proceed with
the methods for extracting the most relevant image and
brain activity patterns and their interpretation (Sect. 4–6).
Sect. 7 reports the achieved experimental results on image
classification and saliency detection, and shows the learned
representations that mostly affect visual categorization. In
the last section, conclusion and future directions are pre-
sented.
2 RELATED WORK
Our work relates mainly to the fields of computational
neuroscience for brain decoding, machine learning guided
by brain activity and multimodal learning. The recent state
of the art of these areas are briefly reviewed in this section.
Computational neuroscience for decoding brain
representations. Decoding brain representations has
been a long sought objective and it still is a great challenge
of our times. In particular, cognitive neuroscience works
have made great progress in understanding neural
representations originated in the primary visual cortex
(V1). Indeed, it is known that the primary visual cortex is a
retinotopically organized series of oriented edge and color
detectors [14] that feed-forward into neural regions focused
on more complex shapes and feature dimensions, which
operate over larger receptive fields in areas V4 [15], before
finally arriving at object and category representations in the
inferior temporal (IT) cortex [16]. Neuroimaging methods,
such as fMRI, MEG, and EEG, have been crucial for these
findings. However, the level of neural activity detail (spatial
or temporal) provided by these techniques is insufficient
to fully decode visual processes, although they clearly
contain enough information for accurate reconstruction of
visual experiences [17]. To overcome technology limitations,
brain representation decoding has been recently tackled
by investigating the correlation between neural activity
data and computational models [1], [2]. However, these
approaches mainly perform simple correlations between
deep learned representations and neuroimaging data and,
according to the obtained outcomes, draw conclusions on
brain representations, which is too simplistic from our
point of view. Indeed, the core point of our idea is that
understanding the human visual system will come as a
result of training automated models to maximize signal
correlation between brain activity and evoking stimuli,
not as a pure analysis of brain activity data. In addition,
while most of the methods attempting to decode brain
representations use brain images at high spatial resolution
(recorded by fMRI), our work is the first one employing
EEG data that, despite being at lower spatial resolution,
has higher temporal resolution, making it more suitable to
decode fast brain processes like those involved in the visual
pathway.
Machine learning guided by brain activity. The intersec-
tion and overlap between machine learning and cognitive
neuroscience has increased significantly in recent years.
Deep learning methods are used, for instance, for
neural response prediction [18], [19], [20], and, in turn,
biologically-inspired mechanisms such as coding theory
[11], working memory [21] and attention [22], [23] are
increasingly being adopted. However, to date, human
cognitive abilities still seem too complex to understand
computationally, and a data-driven approach for “reverse
engineering” the human mind might be the best way to
inform and advance artificial intelligence [24]. Under this
scenario, recent studies have employed neural activity data
to constrain model training. For example, in our recent
work [3], we mapped visual features learned by a deep
feed-forward model to brain-features learned directly from
EEG data for performing automated visual classification.
The authors of [25] employed fMRI data to bias the output
of a machine learning algorithm and push it to exploit
representations found in visual cortex. This work resembles
one of the first methods relying on brain activity data to
perform visual categorization [26], with the difference that
the former, i.e., [25], explicitly utilizes neural activity to
weigh the training process (similarly to [27]), while the
latter, i.e. [26], proposes a kernel alignment algorithm to
fuse the decision of a visual classifier with brain data.
In this paper, we propose a deeper interconnection between
the two fields: instead of using neural data as a signal to
weigh computationally-learned representations, we learn
a mapping between images and corresponding neural
activity, so that visual patterns are related one-to-one to
neural processes. This mapping, as we demonstrate in the
experimental results, may reveal much more information
on brain representations and be able to guide the training
process in a more intrinsic and comprehensive way. Thus,
our approach is not just a hybrid machine learning method
inspired or constrained by brain knowledge, but a method
that implicitly finds similarities between computational
and brain representations and uses them to perform visual
tasks.
Multimodal learning. Another line of research related
to ours is multimodal learning, which relies on the fact
that real-world information comes in several modalities,
each carrying different — yet equally useful — content for
building intelligent systems. Multimodal learning methods
[28], [29], [30], in particular, attempt to learn embeddings
by finding a joint representation of the different modal-
ities that encodes the real-world features of the common
concept corresponding to the input data. An effective joint
representation must preserve both intra-modality similarity
(e.g., two similar images should have close vector repre-
sentation in the joint space; likewise, two equivalent text
descriptions should have similar representations as well)
and inter-modality similarity (e.g., an image and a piece
of text describing the content of that image should be
closer in the joint space than an image and an unrelated
piece of text). Following this property, most methods find
correspondences between visual data and text [30], [31],
[32], [33] or audio [34], [35], [36], [37] to support either
discriminative tasks (e.g., classification) or prediction of one
modality conditioned on another (e.g., image synthesis or
retrieval). For the former type of methods, captions and
3tags have been used to improve accuracy of both shallow
and deep classifiers [33], [38]. Analogously, [35] used audio
to supervise visual representations; [36], [37] used vision
to supervise audio representations; [39] used sound and
vision to jointly supervise each other; and [34] investigated
how to separate and localize multiple sounds in videos by
analyzing motion and semantic cues. Some other works,
instead, have focused on predicting missing data in one
modality conditioned on another, for example, generating
text description from images and vice versa [40], [41], [42],
[43], [44]. Reed et al. in [43] propose a joint representation
space to condition generative adversarial networks (GANs)
for synthesizing images from text descriptions. Similarly,
Mansimov et al. [44] synthesized images from text captions
using a variational autoencoder. In our recent paper [45], we
used an embedding learned from brain signals to synthesize
images both using GANs and variational autoencoders in a
brain-to-image effort.
In this paper, our approach is inspired by the methods
that learn a shared multimodal representation, with several
crucial differences. First of all, one of the modalities we
employ is brain activity data (EEG), whose informative con-
tent — differently from text/audio — is largely unknown
and much noisier. This makes it much harder to discover
relationships between the visual and brain modalities. In
this sense, our approach is intended not only to improve
prediction accuracy, but as a knowledge discovery tool to
uncover brain processes. Thus, our main objective is to learn
a reliable joint representation and explore the learned space
to find correspondences between visual and brain features
that can uncover brain representations; these, in turn, can be
employed for building better deep learning models.
In addition, the proposed deep multimodal network, con-
sisting of two encoders (one per modality), is trained in a
siamese configuration and employs a loss function enforcing
the learned embedding to be representative of intra-class
differences between samples, and not just of the inter-class
discriminative features (as done, for instance, in [43]).
3 MULTIMODAL LEARNING OF VISUAL-BRAIN FEA-
TURES
Neural activity (recorded by EEG) and visual data have very
different structures, and finding a common representation
may not be trivial. Previous approaches [3] have attempted
to find such representations by training each side of the
problem individually: for example, by first learning brain
representations by training a recurrent classifier on EEG
signals, and then training a CNN to regress the visual
features to brain features for corresponding EEG/image
pairs. While this provides useful representations, the util-
ity of the learned features is strongly tied to the proxy
task employed to compute the initial representation (e.g.,
image classification), and focuses more on learning class-
discriminative features than on finding relations between
EEG and visual patterns. Hence, we argue that any trans-
formations from human neural signals and images to a
common space should be learned jointly by maximizing
the similarity between two embeddings of each input rep-
resentation. To this aim, we define a siamese network for
learning a structured joint embedding between EEG signals
and images using deep encoders, and maximize a measure
of similarity between the two modalities. The architecture of
our model is shown in Fig. 1.
More formally, let D = {ei, vi}Ni=1 be a dataset of neural
signal samples and images, such that each neural (EEG)
sample ei is recorded on a human subject in response to
viewing image vi. Ideally, latent information content should
be shared by ei and vi. Also, let E be the space of EEG
signal samples and V the space of images. The objective of
our method is to train two encoders that respectively map
neural responses and images to a common space J , namely
ϕ : E → J and θ : V → J .
In other approaches for structured learning (e.g. [43]),
the training of the encoders is proxied as a classification
problem based on the definition of a compatibility function
F : E × V → R, that computes a similarity measure as
the dot product between the respective embeddings of an
EEG/image pair:
F (e, v) = ϕ(e)T θ(v) . (1)
While we employ the same modeling framework, we
formulate the problem as an embedding task whose only
objective is to maximize similarity between corresponding
pairs, without implicitly performing classification, as this
would take us back to the limitation of [3], i.e., learning
representations tied to the classification task.
In order to abstract the learning process from any specific
task, we train our siamese network with a triplet loss aimed
at mapping the representations of matching EEGs and im-
ages to nearby points in the joint space, while pushing
apart mismatched representations. We can then stick to
the structured formulation of the compatibility function in
Eq. 1 by employing F directly for triplet loss computation.
Thus, given two pairs of EEG/image (e1, v1) and (e2, v2),
we consider e1 as the anchor item, v1 as the positive item
and v2 as the negative item. Using compatibility F (which
is a similarity measure rather than a distance metric, as is
more commonly used in triplet loss formulations), the loss
function employed to train the encoders becomes:
L(e1, v1, v2) = max{0, F (e1, v2)− F (e1, v1)} . (2)
This equations assigns a zero loss only when compatibility
is larger for (e1, v1) than for (e1, v2). Note that class labels
are not used anywhere in the equation. This makes sure
that the resulting embedding does not just associate class-
discriminative vectors to EEG and images, but tries to ex-
tract more comprehensive patterns that explain the relations
between the two data modalities. Also, there is no margin
term in Eq. 2, as would be typical in hinge loss formulations
of a triplet loss. This is due to (e1, v1) and (e2, v2) possi-
bly being members of the same visual class, and forcing
a minimum distance between the same-class items is not
strictly needed: as long as the learned representation assigns
a larger compatibility to matching EEG/image pairs and
learns general and meaningful patterns, class separability
would still be implicitly achieved.
EEG encoder ϕ(·), which maps neural activity signals to
the joint space J , is based on convolutional layers for short-
term temporal feature extraction and a recurrent module for
long-term analysis, as shown in Figure 2. The input signal
to the encoder, normalized channel-wise to zero mean and
4Fig. 1: Siamese network for learning a joint brain-image representation. The idea is to learn a space by maximizing a
compatibility function between two embeddings of each input representation. Given a positive match between an image
and the related EEG from one subject, and a negative match between the same EEG and a different image, the network is
trained to ensure a closer similarity (higher compatibility) between related EEG/image pairs than unrelated ones.
unitary standard deviation, goes through an initial cascade
of convolutional layers employing kernels of size 3 and
dilated convolutions [46] to capture small/medium scale
dynamics in the temporal dimension of the EEG signal,
such as high-frequency or more specific local self-learned
patterns. The features extracted by the convolutional layers
are then fed to a recurrent module (e.g., LSTM or GRU),
in order to analyze longer term temporal dynamics in the
signal. The hidden state of the recurrent module at the
last time step is used as a summary of the whole signal
and then passed to a linear layer that projects it to the
joint embedding space. Using a recurrent layer makes the
encoder independent of the input sequence length, thus
making it easy to adapt to different data sizes and sampling
frequencies. The specific design configurations employed
are evaluated and discussed in Section 7.2.
Visual encoder, θ(·) maps, instead, images to the joint
space J through convolutional neural networks. We use a
pre-trained CNN to extract visual features and feed them
to a linear layer for mapping to the joint embedding space.
Differently from [43], we learn the compatibility function
in an end-to-end fashion, also by fine-tuning the image
encoder, in order to better identify low- and middle- level
visual-brain representations, which — suitably decoded —
may provide hints on what information is used by humans
when analyzing visual scenes.
4 IMAGE CLASSIFICATION AND SALIENCY DETEC-
TION
Our siamese network learns visual and EEG embeddings
in order to maximize the similarities between images and
related neural activities. We can leverage the learned man-
ifold for performing visual tasks. In cognitive neuroscience
there is converging evidence that: a) brain activity record-
ings contain information about visual object categories (as
also demonstrated in [3]) and b) attention influences the
processing of visual information even in the earliest areas
of the primate visual cortex [47]. In particular, bottom-up
sensory information and top-down attention mechanisms
seem to fuse in an integrated saliency map, which in turn,
distributes across the visual cortex. Thus, EEG recordings
in response to visual stimuli should encode both visual
class and saliency information. However, while for image
classification we can simply use the trained encoders as
feature extractors for a subsequent classification layer (see
performance evaluation in Sect. 7), for saliency detection we
designed a multiscale suppression-based approach, inspired by
the methods identifying pixels relevant to CNN neuron acti-
vations (e.g., [48]), that analyzes fluctuations in the compati-
bility measure F . The idea is based on measuring how brain-
visual compatibility varies as image patches are suppressed
at multiple scales. Indeed, the most important features in an
image are those that, when inhibited in an image, lead to the
largest drop in compatibility score (computed by feeding an
EEG/image pair to the siamese network proposed in the
5Fig. 2: Architecture of the EEG encoder. The EEG signal
is first processed by banks of 1D convolutions operating on
each channel individually. The resulting features, encoding
short-term temporal features, are then fed into a cascade of
recurrent layers for analyzing long-term dynamic. A final
fully-connected layer projects the last recurrent hidden state
to the joint embedding space.
previous section) with respect to the corresponding neural
activity signal. Thus, we employ compatibility variations
at multiple scale for saliency detection. Note that, for this
approach to work, the EEG encoder must have learned
to identify patterns related to specific visual features in
the observed image, so that the absence of those featueres
reflects on smaller similarity scores on the joint embedding
space.
The saliency detection method is illustrated in Fig. 3
and can be formalized as follows. Let (e, v) be an
EEG/image pair, with compatibility F (e, v). The saliency
value S(x, y, σ, e, v) at pixel (x, y) and scale σ is obtained by
removing the σ×σ image region around (x, y) and comput-
ing the difference between the original compatibility score
and the one after suppressing that patch. More formally, if
mσ(x, y) is a binary mask where all pixels within the σ × σ
mask around (x, y) are set to zero, we have:
S(x, y, σ, e, v) = F (e, v)− F (e,mσ(x, y) v) , (3)
where  denotes element-wise multiplication (Hadamard
product). For multiple scale values, we set the overall
saliency value for pixel (x, y) to the normalized sum of (per
scale) saliency scores:
S(x, y, e, v) =
∑
σ
S(x, y, σ, e, v) . (4)
Normalization is then performed on an image-by-image
basis for visualization.
5 VISUAL-RELATED BRAIN PROCESSES
While the saliency detection approach studies how alter-
ations in images reflect on compatibility scores, it is even
more interesting to analyze how neural patterns act on
the learned representations. Indeed, following the principle
that large variations in compatibility can be found when
the most important visual features are masked, we may
similarly expect compatibility to drop when we remove
“important” (from a visual feature–matching point of view)
components from neural activity signals. Performing this
analysis traditionally requires a combination of a priori
knowledge on brain signal patterns and manual analysis: for
example, it is common to investigate the effect of provided
stimuli while monitoring the emergence of event-related
potentials (ERPs) known to be associated to specific brain
processes.
Of course, posing the problem in this way still requires
that the processes under observation be at least partially
known, which makes it complicated to automatically detect
previously-unknown signal patterns.
Instead, the joint representation makes it easy to cor-
relate brain signals with visual stimuli by analyzing how
compatibility varies in response to targeted modifications
of the inputs. Thus, similar to saliency detection, we can
identify the spatial components in brain activity that convey
visual information.
As mentioned in Sect. 2, object recognition in humans
is performed by a multi-level aggregation of shape and
feature information across cortical regions, resulting in a
distributed representation that can easily adapt to a wide
variety of tasks on the received stimuli. For these reasons,
understanding how this distributed representation is spa-
tially localized over the brain cortex is a fundamental step
towards a successful emulation of the human visual system.
In order to evaluate the importance of each EEG channel
(and corresponding brain area), we employ the learned joint
embedding space to “filter” (the exact procedure is defined
below) that channel from the EEG signal and measure the
corresponding change in compatibility between images and
filtered signals.
The importance of each channel for a single EEG/image
pair can be measured by computing the difference between
the pair’s compatibility score and the compatibility obtained
when suppressing that channel from the EEG signal. Given
an EEG/image pair (e, v), and indicating with e−c a trans-
formation of e such that information on channel c has been
suppressed, we can define the importance of channel c as:
Ic(e, v) = E(e,v) [F (e, v)− F (e−c, v)] , (5)
where the expectation is computed over all dataset samples.
The intuition behind this formulation is that the suppression
of a channel that conveys unnecessary information (at least,
from the point of view of the representation learned by
the EEG encoder) should result in a small difference in
the compatibility score; analogously, if a channel contains
important information that match brain activity data to
6Fig. 3: Our multiscale suppression-based saliency detection. Given an EEG/image pair, we estimate the saliency of an
image patch by masking it and computing the corresponding variation in compatibility. Performing the analysis at multiple
scales and for all image pixels results in a saliency map of the whole image. Note that, although the example scale-specific
saliency maps appear pixellated, that is only a graphical artifact to give the effect of scale: in practice, scale-specific maps
are still computed pixel by pixel.
visual data, compatibility should drop when that channel
is suppressed.
To compute e−c, channel c is suppressed by replacing
its values with a sequence of random Gaussian samples,
low-pass filtered at 100 Hz and distributed according to its
estimated statistics (mean and variance).
More formally, if EEG signal e is represented as a matrix
with one channel per row:
e =

e1
e2
. . .
ec
. . .
en
 , (6)
we compute Ic(e, v) as:
Ic(e, v) = F (e, v)− E
F


e1
e2
. . .
H
(N (µc, σ2c )L×1)
. . .
en
 , v

 .
(7)
where µc and σ2c are the sample mean and variance for
channel c, L is the EEG temporal length, N (µ, σ2)N×M is
an N ×M matrix sampled from the specified distribution,
and H is a low-pass filter at 100 Hz.
6 DECODING BRAIN REPRESENTATIONS
Each of the previous approaches investigates the effect of
altering either the brain activity signals or the image content,
but they are limited in that the differential analysis they
provide is carried out on only one modality: we can identify
the visual features that mostly impact the similarity between
7two corresponding encodings, or we can identify the spatial
patterns in brain activity that likewise are more relevant to
the learned representation. However, we still do not know
which visual features give rise to which brain responses,
i.e. neural generators. To fill this gap, we propose an addi-
tional modality for interpreting compatibility differences, by
employing the learned manifold to carry out an analysis
of the EEG channels — and, therefore, the corresponding
brain regions — that are most solicited in the detection
of visual characteristics at different scales, from edges to
textures to objects and visual concepts. To carry out this
analysis, we evaluate the differences in compatibility scores
computed when specific feature maps in the image encoder
are removed, and map the corresponding features to the
EEG channels that appear to be least active (compatibility-
wise) when those features were removed. In practice, given
EEG/image pair (e, v), let us define F (e, v−l,f ) as the value
of the compatibility function computed by suppressing the
f -th feature map at the l-th layer of the image encoder.
According to Eq. 5, the importance of channel c computed
when a certain layer’s feature is removed is:
Ic(e, v−l,f ) =
F (e, v−l,f )− E
F


e1
e2
. . .
H
(N (µc, σ2c )L×1)
. . .
en
 , v−l,f

 .(8)
We then define the association between feature (l, f) and
channel c for a pair (e, v) as follows:
Ac,l,f (e, v) = E(e,v) [Ic(e, v−l,f )− Ic(e, v)] . (9)
We consider channel c and feature (l, f) “associated” if, after
removing the intrinsic importance score for that channel for
a given (e, v) pair, the variation in compatibility for channel
c does not vary when that feature is removed, which would
mean no visual component in the encoded representation is
left unmatched.
We can estimate the association between channel c and
layer l by averaging over all features in that layer:
Ac,l(e, v) = E(e,v),f [Ac,l,f (e, v)] . (10)
The resulting score provides an interesting indication of
how much the features computed at a certain layer in a
computational model resemble the features processed by the
brain in specific cortical areas.
7 EXPERIMENTS AND APPLICATIONS
We evaluated the quality and meaningfulness of the joint
encoding learned by our model in several applications with
the main objective to assess the correspondence of visual
and neural contents in the shared representation:
• Brain signal/image classification: we evaluate if and
how the learned neurovisual manifold is represen-
tative of the two input modalities by assessing their
capabilities to support classification tasks, namely,
brain signal classification and image classification.
• Visual saliency detection from neural activity/image com-
patibility variations: the similarity of the mapped neu-
ral signals and images should be based on the most
significant features of each image, as described in
Sect. 4. This evaluation, therefore, aims at assessing
the performance of our brain-based saliency detec-
tion and comparing it to state of the art methods.
• Localizing neural processes related to visual content: this
experiment aims at identifying neural locations re-
lated to specific image patches by using the method
described in Sect. 5. By combining the results of this
analysis and saliency detection, we obtain the first
ever retinotopic saliency map created by training an
artificial model with salient visual features correlated
with neural activity.
• Correslating deep learned representations with brain ac-
tivity: by analyzing the learned visual and neural pat-
terns, we identify what the most influencing learned
visual features (kernels) are and how they correlate
with neural activity. The outcome of this evaluation
indicates roughly what visual representations cor-
relate the most with the ones learned/used by the
human brain, thus representing a first, important,
step forward for developing a methodology to better
uncover and emulate brain mechanisms.
7.1 Brain-Visual Dataset
The employed neural activity dataset, published in [3],
contains 11,965 EEG sequences recorded while a set of 6
participant subjects looked at images displayed on a com-
puter screen. The images were taken from a subset of 40
classes from ImageNet [49], with 50 images per class. Each
sample in the dataset then corresponds to a triplet of EEG
data, image reference and subject.
In particular, each EEG sample has 128 channels,
recorded for 0.5 seconds at 1 KHz sampling rate, represented
as a 128×L matrix, with L ≈ 500 being the temporal length
of the channel. The exact duration of each signal may vary,
so we discard the first 40 samples (40 ms) to reduce interfer-
ences from the previous image and then cut the signal to a
common length of 440 samples (to account for signals with
L < 500), when supposedly all image-related visual and
cognitive processes will have been completed. EEG place-
ment and a rough matching with brain cortices is shown in
Fig. 4, where we also show the neural activity visualization
scale employed in this paper. Activity heatmaps for an
image/EEG pair are generated by applying Eq. 5 to estimate
how much each channel affects the pair’s compatibility, then
plotting normalized channel importance scores on a 2D map
of the scalp (at the positions corresponding to the electrodes
of the employed EEG cap), and applying a Gaussian filter
for smoothing (using a kernel with standard deviation of 13
pixels, for a 400×400 map).
In order to replicate the training conditions employed
in [3] and to make a fair comparison for brain signal classi-
fication, we use the same training, validation and test splits
of the EEG dataset, consisting respectively of 1600 (80%),
200 (10%), 200 (10%) images with associated EEG signals,
ensuring that all signals related to a given image belong to
the same split.
8Fig. 4: Mapping between EEG channels and brain cortices. (Left) EEG channel placement and corresponding brain cortices
(background image source : Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany). We used a 128-channel EEG, each channel in the
figure is identified by a prefix letter referring to brain cortex (Fp: frontal, T: temporal, C: central, P: parietal, O: occipital)
and a number indicating the electrode. (Right) Neural activation visualization — top view of the scalp — employed in this
paper. A detailed mapping between EEG channels and brain cortices can be found in [50].
7.2 Siamese network training for classification
In this section, we describe the training procedure of our
siamese network and evaluate the quality of the learned
joint embedding for visual and brain signal classification
tasks. In particular, we investigate a) what configurations of
the two encoders of our model (defined in Sect. 3) provide
the best trade-off between EEG and image classification, b)
how conditioning the classifier of one modality with the
other one affects classification accuracy, and c) if augment-
ing the visual representation space with features derived
from the brain leads to better performance than state-of-the-
art methods that only use visual features.
We train our siamese network consisting of the two
EEG and image encoders, sampling a triplet (ei, vi, vj) of
one EEG (ei) and two images (vi, vj), representing, respec-
tively, the positive (ei, vi) and negative (ei, vj) samples for
the siamese network. The optimization algorithm for our
contrastive loss is Adam with suggested hyperparameters
(learning rate: 0.001, β1: 0.9, β2: 0.999), a mini-batch size of
16, and number of training epochs set to 100.
We also test different configurations of EEG and image
encoders. For the former, we use an initial cascade of four 1D
convolutional layers (whose number of filters starts with 32
and increases by 32 in each layer), followed by one recurrent
layer, for which we test LSTM and GRU architectures with
hidden state size of 256. As image encoder, we test differ-
ent architectures for the internal feature extractor, namely,
ResNet-101, DenseNet-161, Inception-v3, and AlexNet; all
of them are pre-trained on ImageNet and fine-tuned during
our siamese network training. We also perform data aug-
mentation by generating multiple crops for an image asso-
ciated to a given EEG sample. In particular, we resize each
image by a factor of 1.1 with respect to the image encoder’s
expected input size (299×299 for Inception-v3, 224×224 for
the others), then extract ten crops from the four corners and
the center of the input image, with corresponding horizontal
flips. The resulting dataset is akin to the one employed in
[51], where multiple text descriptions are available for each
image. The size of the joint embedding space is set to 128.
Once training is completed, we use the trained EEG and
image encoders as feature extractors in the joint embedding
space, followed by a softmax layer, for both image and
EEG classification. The classification tasks, beside providing
a way to assess the quality of our multimodal learning
approach, are used to identify the best encoders’ layouts,
based on the accuracy on the validation set.
The specific values for number of convolutional layer,
layer sizes, number of filters, manifold size are the ones
giving the best validation performance in our experiments.
Table 1 shows the test classification accuracy for all the
tested models. All configurations are able to successfully
perform EEG classification, with a slight accuracy increase
associated to the use of GRU in the EEG encoder. Image clas-
sification accuracy is also high, except for the configurations
using AlexNet, which suffers in comparison to more recent
models.
Afterwards, we investigate the impact that one modality
has for classification in the other modality domain, i.e.,
the effect of integrating brain activity–derived features into
visual features and vice versa. In particular, we first com-
pare the image classification performance obtained by our
approach to the performance of pre-trained image encoders
alone. Both our model and pre-trained visual encoders are
used as feature extractors followed by a softmax layer and
performance are computed on the test split of the employed
visual dataset. As visual encoders we use the ones giving
the best performance according to Tab. 1. The results in
Tab. 2 indicate that learning features that maximize EEG-
visual correlation (as discussed in Sect. 3) leads to enhanced
performance for all models. The largest increase is found
when using AlexNet in the image encoder, which is due
to the fact that the other models are complex enough to
“saturate” the classification capacity, while the lower accu-
racy by AlexNet allows for improvement by integrating the
information coming from the neural activity.
Analogously, we compare the performance in terms of
EEG signal classification accuracy between the EEG encoder
9Image encoder EEG EEG Accuracy Image Accuracy Average Accuracy
Inception-v3 LSTM 90.1% 93.6% 91.9
Inception-v3 GRU 90.4% 94.7% 93.0
ResNet-101 LSTM 90.7% 91.2% 91.0
ResNet-101 GRU 92.3% 91.5% 91.9
DenseNet-161 LSTM 92.4% 92.3% 92.4
DenseNet-161 GRU 93.7% 91.8% 92.8
AlexNet LSTM 85.6% 70.1% 77.8
AlexNet GRU 77.2% 69.9% 73.6
TABLE 1: EEG and image classification accuracies for different layouts of the EEG and image encoders.
Model Visual Feature Learning Joint Learning with EEG
AlexNet 65.5 % 70.1 %
Inception-v3 93.1 % 94.7 %
ResNet-101 90.3 % 91.5 %
DenseNet-161 91.4 % 92.3 %
TABLE 2: Comparison of image classification performance when using only visual features and when using joint neural-
visual features. For each model, we report the best performance according to Tab. 1
in [3] (using both LSTM and GRU for fairer comparison)
and the one obtained when enriching brain-derived features
with visual ones. The results are given in Table 3, showing
that including visual features in EEG classification improves
performance. By comparing Tab. 2 and 3, it can be noted that
EEG classification benefits more from the the integration
of the two modalities than image classification. This is not
surprising, given the noisy and mostly-unexplored nature
of neural activity data: in this case, the integration of the
more easily-classifiable visual features helps to “guide” the
learning of a more discriminative representation.
7.3 Saliency detection
With the previous experiments, we demonstrated that the
learned EEG/image embedding is able to encode enough
visual information to perform both EEG and image classi-
fication. We then investigate if and how the shared visual-
brain space relates to visual saliency information using the
approach described in Sect. 4. In this particular evaluation,
we employ the trained encoders (see Sect. 7.2) to measure
how compatibility varies as different image patches are
removed. Note that this evaluation does not require any
additional training, but is based on the same EEG and image
encoders as described in Sect. 7.2. For our evaluation, we use
the following set of values for scale σ (defined in Sect. 4): 3,
5, 9, 17, 33, 65. Fig. 5 shows qualitatively the saliency maps
obtained by our approach, compared to those achieved by
state-of-the-art saliency detectors [52], [53].
We also quantitatively assess the accuracy of the maps
generated by our joint-embedding–driven saliency detector.
To this aim, we first built a saliency dataset using a 60-
Hz Tobii T60 eye-tracker, by having six human subjects
participate to a free-viewing experiment (participants were
asked to look at the displayed images). The dataset con-
sists of the same set of 2,000 images from the brain ac-
tivity dataset described in Sect. 7.1, divided into the same
training, validation and test splits as used for training the
encoders. As baselines for comparison we use pre-trained
SALICON [52] and SalNet [53] models, fine-tuned on the
dataset’s training set. We evaluate the performance on the
dataset’s test set, employing the metrics defined by [54] —
shuffled area under curve (s-AUC), normalized scanpath
saliency (NSS) and correlation coefficient (CC) scores. In
addition, in order to demonstrate that EEG indeed encode
visual saliency information and that the generated maps
are not simply driven by the image encoder, we include an
additional baseline by implementing a similar approach to
the one described in Sect. 4 using a pre-trained visual classi-
fier (specifically, Inception-v3, as it gives better performance
according to Table 1): we apply the same multi-scale patch-
suppression method, with the difference that the saliency
score is not based on compatibility, but on the log-likelihood
variation for the image’s correct class.
Tab. 4 reports the achieved results on our saliency
dataset, showing that our method significantly outperforms
the baseline saliency detectors. In addition, the results
clearly show the role of brain features in computing visual
saliency: employing the joint neural/visual features gives
a significant performance boost compared to use of visual
cues alone. This is also an important finding for cognitive
neuroscience research, since we demonstrate for the first
time that EEG recordings do encode visual saliency.
7.4 Decoding Brain Representations
The objective of this analysis is to approximate cortex-level
representations of human visual pathway. Indeed, while the
hierarchical multi-stage architecture of the human visual
pathway is known, the representations generated at each
stage are poorly understood. In particular, we perform both
a coarse analysis on the global interaction between neural
activity and images, and a fine analysis on the interaction
between neural activity components and deep-learned vi-
sual features, in order to identify which neural areas focus
attention and neural generators, i.e., visual stimuli that
make specific neurons fire. Beside revealing the importance
of some brain mechanisms, the following evaluations aim to
further demonstrate that the learned embedding is indeed
sensitive to brain activity relevant to visual cues.
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EEG encoder EEG Feature Learning Joint Learning with visual data
LSTM 80.9% 90.1%
GRU 81.8% 90.4%
TABLE 3: Comparison of EEG classification performance when using only neural features and when using joint neural-
visual features. The reported EEG classifcation performance for our approach are those achieved when training the image
encoder using Inception-v3, as it gave the highest average accuracy according to Tab. 1.
Fig. 5: Qualitative comparison of generated saliency maps. From left to right: input image, human gaze data (ground
truth), SALICON, SalNet, visual classifier–driven detector, and our visual/EEG–driven detector. It can be noted a) that
the maps generated by our method resemble more the ground truth masks than state-of-the-art methods; b) adding brain
activity information to visual features results in an improved reconstruction (more details and less noise) of saliency
(compare the 5th and 6th columns).
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Method s-AUC NSS CC
SalNet 0.637 0.618 0.271
SALICON 0.678 0.728 0.348
Visual classifier–driven detector 0.580 0.505 0.201
Our neural-driven detector 0.692 1.061 0.378
Human Baseline 0.939 3.042 1
TABLE 4: Saliency performance comparison in terms of
shuffled area under curve (s-AUC), normalized scanpath
saliency (NSS) and correlation coefficient (CC) between
our compatibility-driven saliency detector and the baseline
models. We also report the human baseline, i.e., the scores
computed using the ground truth maps.
7.4.1 Global analysis of cortical-visual representations
The approach to perform this evaluation was presented in
Sect. 6 and is based on measuring compatibility changes
when important neural activity/visual features are re-
moved.
The first experiment aims at identifying high-level cor-
relations between EEG channels and visual content. To
accomplish this, we apply Eq. 5, which assesses average
compatibility changes by suppressing specific EEG chan-
nels. Fig. 6 shows the activation maps obtained by averaging
channel importance scores over all images for each class. In
order to show the relation between the temporal dynamics
and spatial activation of EEG, Fig. 7 shows the average
activation map over all classes and how cortical areas are
activated by different parts of the input EEG signals. These
maps are computed by exploiting the length-agnostic nature
of the EEG encoder: instead of feeding the full-length signal
to Eq. 5, we extract parts of EEG signals corresponding to
a specific time interval and perform encoding and compati-
bility measurements on the resulting embedding.
Of course, differently from the saliency experiment, from
which it was possible to assess quantitatively the achieved
results, in this case there is no established comparison pro-
tocol that measures the importance of EEG components in
visual analysis tasks. Nevertheless, some considerations can
be drawn, which are consistent with cognitive neuroscience
literature: 1) for all the visual classes, the most activated
area is the V1 cortex (located in the occipital area), which is
known to be responsible for early visual processing in the
human brain [17]; 2) from the average activation maps in
different time ranges, it can be noted that the processing
starts in V1 and then flows to the frontal (responsible
of higher cognitive functions) and temporal (responsible
for visual categorization as suggested in [10]) cortices; 3)
other activation areas fire according to the observed visual
content; e.g., for the “piano” visual class, areas located in
the auditory cortex are activated, and this is inline with
evidence that the sensation of sounds is often associated
with sight [55].
Finally, by combining the achieved activation maps with
the saliency maps previously computed, we can obtain
retinotopic saliency maps, i.e., maps associating neural ac-
tivity to the most salient visual patches. Examples of these
maps are given in Fig. 8. For each input image, we show
a triple consisting of: input image, saliency map obtained
through the approach described in Sect. 4 and neural activa-
tion map regions that mostly affect the learned embedding
between images and EEGs, averaged over all participants.
7.4.2 Local analysis of cortical-visual data for neural gen-
erator identification
The previous evaluation analyzed cortical-visual data at a
global scale and led to the identification of correlations
between image patches and brain activation areas. While
this information is useful for uncovering brain mechanisms,
approximations of visual representations through the entire
visual pathway would provide a deeper look into the finer
processing stages underpinning visual perception. Under
this perspective, the following evaluations aim at identify-
ing local neural generators, i.e., low- and middle-level visual
stimuli responsible for activations of specific cortex areas. To
accomplish this task, we employ the learned compatibility
measure to find a mutual correspondence between deep
features and specific cortical areas. Using the association
score defined in Sect. 6 (Eq. 10), we investigate the encoding
of visual information in primate brains by deriving neural
activation maps that maximally respond to the deep-learned
visual features. Fig. 9 shows the activation maps of the
association scores related to specific layers of our best-
performing image encoder as per Tab. 1, that internally
employs a pre-trained Inception network fine-tuned on our
brain/image dataset during encoder training. In order to
give an idea of the complexity of features learned at each
level, we show a few examples obtained by performing
activation maximization [56] on a subset of features for each
layer. For each feature/neural association, we also measure
the relative contribution to brain activity by different tem-
poral portions of the EEG, by feeding each interval to the
EEG encoder when applying Eq. 10. In this case, unlike
the representations in Fig. 7, we are not interested in the
differences in activations between cortical regions, so we
compute the average unnormalized association scores over
all channels, and use it as a measurement of how much
each portion of the EEG affects the association to a layer’s
features. This multiple information allows us to understand
neural generators and their timing. The results suggest that
hierarchical representations in DCNNs have a tight correla-
tion with hierarchical processing stages in the human visual
pathway. In particular, at the lowest layer simple texture and
color features are generated and they have a correspondence
with the V1 cortex. Moving to deeper layers in a DCNN, we
can notice that the activation propagates from the V1 cortex
to the temporal one and back to the early visual processing
cortex.
Moreover, more complex features (at higher layers) seem
to be more influenced by the later temporal dynamics in
brain activity, while simple features are more affected by
processes happening just after stimulus onset. These find-
ings are consistent with the cognitive neuroscience literature
investigating hierarchical processing and timing in primate
visual brains and suggest reliable approximation of brain
representations. It is interesting to notice a consistent drop
in the contribution to activation related to the time portion
between 100-200 ms, and a following increase: though a
comprehensive neurological interpretation is outside the
scope of this paper, this may be due to a relocation of
visual cognitive processes to deeper cortical areas that are
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Fig. 6: Activation maps per visual class. Average activation maps for each of the 40 visual classes in the dataset.
Average activation map 0-80 ms 80-160 ms 160-320 ms 320-440 ms
Fig. 7: Average activation maps. (Left image). Average activation map across all image classes. (Right images). Average
activation in different time ranges.
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Fig. 8: Retinotopic saliency maps derived by analyzing the learned embedding on different brain regions. For each
triplet of images: (left) image shown to the subject; (middle) most significative visual features; (right) brain activation areas.
less detectable via EEG, followed by a feedback activity to
initial regions in the visual pathway.
8 CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented an approach for learning a joint
feature space for images and EEG signals recorded while
users look at pictures on a screen, by training two encoders
in a siamese configuration and maximizinz a compatibility
score between corresponding images and EEGs. The learned
embeddings make the representation useful to perform
several computer vision tasks supervised by brain activity.
Our experiments, in particular, show how reliably neural
activity can be used to enhance performance of image clas-
sification and saliency detection. Indeed, beside advancing
our previous work on brain-guided image classification [3],
we developed the first ever saliency detection approach
supervised by neural activity, which, also, provides a very
useful insight from a neurocognitive perspective, i.e., that
EEG recordings encode visual attention information.
We also performed two experiments that verify that the
representation does learn to identify the most important
visual features and EEG signal components that correspond
to the related processes in the brain. The second experiment
is the most interesting one from the perspective of under-
standing the way brain activity signals encode information.
Indeed, our approach was able to generate retinotopic maps
by combining visual stimuli and brain activity through
artificial intelligence methods.
While drawing general conclusions on these findings
is not the main goal of this work and would require a
deeper and more extensive evaluation, to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work that suggests reliable ap-
proximations of brain representations and their localization
by jointly learning a model that maximizes the correlation
between neural activity and visual cues.
The natural direction for future work leads to further
investigation of these associations, with the objective of
finding a finer correspondence between EEG signals and
visual patterns — e.g., by identifying different responses in
brain activity corresponding to specific objects or patterns.
We believe that a joint research effort combining artificial
intelligence and neuroscience is necessary to advance both
fields, by studying how brain processes relate to artificial
model structures and, in turn, applying the uncovered
neural dynamics to models that move closer to human
perceptual and cognitive performance.
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